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VOICE OVER THERE CELEBRATES 100TH SESSION OF MOBILE ADR  

  
Mobile Sound Studio Enters Second Season of Providing On Location Recording 

of ADR for Primetime TV Series  
 

LOS ANGELES, CA (April 28, 2010) — Voice Over There, Inc., the mobile 
recording studio and ADR stage, logged its 100th session of location ADR this week on 
the set of “Parenthood” at Universal Studios.  The 100 sessions include primetime TV 
series clients such as “Bones,” “Lie to Me,” “Men of a Certain Age” and “United States 
of Tara” among many others.  The studio-on-wheels has also recorded voice over with 
Sean Penn in Malibu for the upcoming feature “Tree of Life” as well as vocal tracks with 
pop star Katy Perry for Sesame Street.   

 
Voice Over There placed its soundproof trailer this week close to the stages at 

Universal Studios where “Parenthood” is being filmed.  Actors come out to the mobile 
sound stage between setups or on lunch breaks, minimizing delays in production and 
saving actors from having to travel to another sound studio.   

 
“Voice Over There makes it possible to schedule my actors for ADR when and 

where it's convenient for them,” said Patrick Ward, Co-Producer on ‘Parenthood.’  “With 
the trailer close to the stage or on location, the actors can pop into the trailer and do in a 
few minutes what would take them an hour or more if I had to send them to a mix stage.  
The actors love the convenience.” 
 

 



VOICE OVER THERE CELEBRATES 100TH EPISODE OF MOBILE ADR (cont.) 
 

David Jeffery, co-producer for “Bones,” notes not only the convenience of 
location ADR but also the quality of the sound recording provided by the compact trailer.  
“Voice Over There is an invaluable and timesaving service for our postproduction,” said 
Jeffery.  “All the recording we’ve done in the trailer blends very nicely with our mix on 
the stage.”  
 

The compact VOT trailer, designed by veteran television Director/Technical 
Director, Amir Soleimani, is independently powered by a Honda Whisper generator and 
air conditioned by a dual zone Fujitsu 18,000 BTU HVAC unit.  Fully soundproofed up 
to -50dB, the VOT trailer is outfitted with digital sound recording, processing, and 
transmission technology including Pro Tools, Telos Xstream, and Verizon wireless 
Internet.  

  
“The difficulty of scheduling dialog pickups inspired the creation of Voice Over 

There,” explains Soleimani. “I wanted to find a convenient, cost-conscious way of 
accommodating talent in and around Southern California, whether they are at home, on 
set, or on location.  With the VOT trailer, recording sound bytes and making them 
immediately accessible to post and production companies worldwide, has become a 
highly-efficient, one-stop process.” 
 
About Voice Over There 
 
Voice Over There, Inc. is the manufacturer of the premier Voice Over There (VOT) ADR trailer 
and voice over recording studio.  The VOT trailer is designed to provide studio quality sound on 
location for feature films and television series for the recording of ADR, voice over, DVD 
commentary, foreign language dubbing and live event coverage.  See www.voiceoverthere.com 
for additional information. 
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